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Our primary motivation in writing this book is to share our working experience to bridge the gap between the knowledge of industry gurus and newcomers to the spoken language processing community. Many powerful techniques hide in conference proceedings and academic papers for years before becoming widely recognized by the research community or the industry. We spent many years pursuing spoken language technology research at Carnegie Mellon University before we started spoken language R&D at Microsoft. We fully understand that it is by no means a small undertaking to transfer a state of the art spoken language research system into a commercially viable product that can truly help people improve their productivity. Our experience in both industry and academia is reflected in the context of this book, which presents a contemporary and comprehensive description of both theoretic and practical issues in spoken language processing. This book is intended for people of diverse academic and practical backgrounds. Speech scientists, computer scientists, linguists, engineers, physicists and psychologists all have a unique perspective to spoken language processing. This book will be useful to all of these special interest groups.

Spoken language processing is a diverse subject that relies on knowledge of many levels, including acoustics, phonology, phonetics, linguistics, semantics, pragmatics, and discourse. The diverse nature of spoken language processing requires knowledge in computer science, electrical engineering, mathematics, syntax, and psychology. There are a number of excellent books on the sub-fields of spoken language processing, including speech recognition, text to speech conversion, and spoken language understanding, but there is no single book that covers both theoretical and practical aspects of these sub-fields and spoken language interface design. We devote many chapters systematically introducing fundamental theories needed to understand how speech recognition, text to speech synthesis, and spoken language understanding work. Even more important is the fact that the book highlights what works well in practice, which is invaluable if you want to build a practical speech recognizer, a practical text to speech synthesizer, or a practical spoken language system. Using numerous real examples in developing Microsoft’s spoken language systems, we concentrate on showing how the fundamental theories can be applied to solve real problems in spoken language processing.
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Extending jQueryManning Publications, 2013

	
		Summary

	
		Extending jQuery teaches you to build custom extensions to the jQuery library. It covers all the extension points within jQuery and provides guidelines and techniques on how to make use of them. You'll not only discover how to write plugins, but how to design them for maximum reuse. You'll...
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A Decade of Concurrency: Reflections and Perspectives. REX School/Symposium Noordwijkerhout, The NetherlandsSpringer, 1994

	The REX School/Symposium *A Decade of Concurrency - Reflections and
	Perspectives' was the final event of a ten year period of cooperation between three
	Dutch research groups working on the foundations of concurrency. Ever since its
	inception in 1983. the goal of the project has been'to contribute to the
	crossfertilization...
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Theory of Neural Information Processing SystemsOxford University Press, 2005
Theory of Neural Information Processing Systems provides an explicit, coherent, and up-to-date account of the modern theory of neural information processing systems. It has been carefully developed for graduate students from any quantitative discipline, including mathematics, computer science, physics, engineering or biology, and has been...
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Joomla! 1.5 Top Extensions CookbookPackt Publishing, 2010

	It is a cookbook which means it contains step-by-step instructions to use joomla extensions to achieve the optimal site. It shows you how to perform specific tasks in Joomla! using the popular extensions available in Joomla! extensions directory. It will also help you choose right extension for performing a specific task in Joomla! If you...
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Networking Essentials: A CompTIA Network+ N10-006 Textbook (4th Edition)Pearson Education, 2016

	Thoroughly updated to reflect the CompTIA Network+ N10-006 exam, Networking Essentials, Fourth Edition is a practical, up-to-date, and hands-on guide to the basics of networking. Written from the viewpoint of a working network administrator, it requires absolutely no experience with either network concepts or...
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What Moroccan Cinema?: A Historical and Critical Study, 1956D2006 (After the Empire: the Francophone World and Postcolonial France)Lexington Books, 2009
From its early focus on documentary film and nation building to its more recent spotlight on contemporary culture and feature filmmaking, Moroccan cinema has undergone tremendous change since the country's independence in 1956. In What Moroccan Cinema? A Historical and Critical Study, 1956D2006, Sandra Gayle Carter chronicles the changes in...
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